SAFE SOCKS
legs are the farthest things from the
heart.”
“There are now lines of socks that
are really comparable to compression
stockings we used to think of more
for medical reasons,” Leahy explains.
“Returning that venous flow is really
great for people who stand or are
seated all day. And basically, all of
the sporting goods stores or running
specialty stores also carry not the
medical version, but an athletic version of compression stockings, which
I think would be completely appropriate to use if there are no health
contraindications.”
They may cost more than pharmacy
versions, because customers pay for
the increased selection that athletic
styles offer, she notes. “I’ve been pretty
impressed, and some of my patients
who don’t want to wear a nudecolored compression stocking will go
to a sporting goods store for one that
looks more athletic.”
Sockwell, Chattanooga, Tennessee,

offers socks with three zones of graduated compression that come in stripes
and argyle designs; Leahy also mentions bright neon colors and designs
“with a lot of flash.”
Even concealing a nude compression stocking under something more
attractive can work, as long as the
outer layer is not more compressive
than the inner layer, says Leahy. While
she says that option can be a bit hotter,
it might help with friction, and some
patients find that wearing something
on top of the compression stocking protects their legs from rubbing
caused by AFOs or other orthoses.
Europe is a bit ahead of us where
compression is concerned, she says.
“Their airports have what they call
‘flight socks’—compression socks to
help prevent deep venous thrombosis
and the swelling that a lot of us experience when we’re flying. I certainly
think it’s a great idea for anyone
flying who has been cleared to use
compression.”

Janisse agrees that while on a plane
for long periods, wearing compression
socks is a good idea, but he warns of
sizing risks for those who wear nonprescription compression hosiery—
especially those wearing graduated
compression styles.
Compression hose come in varying
lengths, even to the hip, he points out.
“If someone has a medical issue and
they don’t wear the right height, that
can be counterproductive, because
you’re doing compression in one part
of the leg and there’s none in other
parts of the leg.”
With so many unknown aspects—
even unsuspected health conditions—
it is best, he says, to get guidance from
a physical therapist or a knowledgeable representative in the athletic
department where the hosiery is sold.
“There are different gradients of
compression,” says Janisse. “Sometimes
people just like to wear them because
it feels better. When you get above a
certain compression, however, you
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